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Introduction
Energy policies and solutions for the future must meet
the needs of an increasing global population that continues
to make increasing demands on diminishing energy
resources, whilst seeking to limit environmental impacts.
New and emerging technologies based on excellent science
and engineering have the potential to make a range of
important and distinctive contributions in determining the
future shape of our energy supply networks.
In 2003 the UK Government published its Energy White
Paper, Our Energy Future – creating a low carbon economy,
setting out the long-term strategic vision for energy policy
in the UK to 2020 and beyond. It contained a number of
commitments that require to be addressed including the
security of energy supply, a decline in energy resources
and the requirement to maintain and update an ageing
energy infrastructure.
The new targets that are being set for the adoption of
renewables and for the introduction of carbon reduction
measures are especially challenging. It must be recognised
also that the implementation of new technologies on a wide
scale will involve complex political considerations and so it
is essential that policy makers, scientists and engineers
and industrialists work together to develop a shared vision
and framework for the UK’s energy requirements in this
21st century.
With its North Sea oil and gas reserves, Scotland is well
recognised as an energy-rich region, but the identification
of alternative supply options is a matter of some urgency.
Fortunately, Scotland is also very well placed to take
advantage of renewables, provided the challenges of
generation, storage and transmission can be addressed
appropriately.
As highlighted in this edition of Science Scotland,
Scotland’s scientists and engineers have a recognised
range of strengths that can be expected to contribute to
new and exciting developments in future energy provision
for Scotland and elsewhere. The research and development
that is ongoing extends from traditional energy sectors
to innovative areas involving several options in the
renewables sector.
Oil and gas will continue to play an important role.
This industrial sector relies heavily on new and emerging
science and technologies to enhance the efficiency and
cost-effectiveness of its business. The Institute of
Petroleum Engineering at Heriot-Watt University, with its
internationally recognised research programmes within
petroleum engineering works closely with this sector to
develop new areas of R&D. I wholeheartedly support

Patrick Corbett’s desire to see greater connectivity and
co-ordination between science and engineering disciplines,
energy sectors (especially between oil and gas and
renewables) and scientists and policy-makers. This is not
just important for the petroleum sector, but for all energy
sectors. I believe that better connectivity across the energy
research sector and some closer linkages with other areas
of science and industry have the potential to deliver
significant added value.
The Institute for Energy Systems led by Dr Robin Wallace,
part of the recently established Edinburgh Research
Partnership, represents a very encouraging starting point
for Scotland’s energy research community who are seeking
to work together within a more coordinated and coherent
structure. By bringing researchers from different
disciplines together, Scotland can begin to expect a better
balance to emerge in a mixed economy of energy solutions.
Scotland is also well placed to play a leading role in
addressing the shape and dimensions of the new networks
and network technologies that are so urgently required
in many countries. Professor Jim McDonald and his
colleagues at the Institute for Energy and Environment at
the University of Strathclyde are addressing the limitations
of an ageing and relatively inflexible grid network with a
view to enhancing its adaptability and sustainability. This
will be crucial if we are to see the efficient integration of
renewable sources which are often located at the periphery
of the grid. These are often far removed from the major
centres of population and their outputs, probably strongly
dependent on weather conditions, and cannot be turned on
and off at will. This is where a new generation of efficient
storage devices will be required to fill the energy gap and to
meet the needs of new and more flexible power networks.
The contributions of Professor Peter Bruce and his
colleagues in the Department of Chemistry at the
University of St Andrews, who are leading research into
new materials for energy storage, are therefore likely to be
of critical importance in this particular sector.
Scotland has undoubtedly a range of opportunities to
exploit several areas of renewable energy supply and one
of the most fascinating that is highlighted here relates to
tidal energy. Harnessing tidal energy presents enormous
challenges and these are being tackled by Professor Ian
Bryden and colleagues at the University of Edinburgh.
Progress in this arena relies both on innovative engineering
and on the basic science that is required to provide a better
understanding of tidal systems. Following tests of a
prototype at the European Marine Energy Centre in Orkney,
Richard Yemm’s Edinburgh-based firm Ocean Power

Delivery (OPD), is building Phase One of the world’s
first commercial wave farm, an exciting and significant
development for this technology. In wind power too, Scotland
is at the leading edge. The almost silent
rooftop-mountable wind turbines of Renewable Devices are
creating their own quiet revolution. Dr Charlie Silverton’s
firm currently has orders to export £9million worth of
turbines to clients all over the world.
Colin McNaught’s consideration of The Scottish Energy
Study, offers a very useful overview of what is the first
comprehensive review of energy supply and demand in over
a decade. The Scottish Science Advisory Committee, which
I Chair, has a vision that a more integrated approach will
enable Scotland to realise its full potential in all sectors of
its scientific and technological endeavours. Additionally,
I am convinced that the type of holistic and imaginative
strategies that are being suggested within this energy
context to keep the lights burning, have the potential to
redefine how society can become more engaged with
cutting-edge science and engineering. An important
by-product of this might be a renewed and enhanced desire
of pupils and students to consider careers that will
contribute to technologies for efficient and sustainable
energy provision, together with environmental compatibility.

Professor Wilson Sibbett CBE, FRS, FRSE
Chair, Scottish Science Advisory Committee
Wardlaw Professor of Physics,
University of St Andrews
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Striking
the balance
ROBIN WALLACE

While rising energy prices, climate change, dwindling
hydrocarbon resources and increasing dependence on imports
add fuel to the public debate about how to meet energy needs
in the future, scientists and engineers in Scotland are getting
together to do something about it – today – by taking full
advantage of the country’s natural and intellectual resources.
“To make sure we enjoy secure supplies in the future, with lower dependence on
hydrocarbons and less CO2 production, we will need a mixed portfolio of energy resources
and generating technologies,” says Dr Robin Wallace. “Supply must be able to meet and
balance demand at all times. Against a background of increasing demand for energy, this
balance must be maintained in the future both by increasing supply and, wherever possible,
reducing demand.”
Wallace, who is Head of the Institute for Energy Systems (IES) at the University of
Edinburgh, believes that if we can moderate increasing demand and reduce carbon flows in
the energy supply chain, we can preserve future supplies as well as reduce CO2 production.
And for him, the priorities are clear: “We must continue to develop existing and new clean
energy options – including clean coal, renewables, nuclear, carbon capture and storage –
as well as focus more on energy storage and demand reduction. We need to understand
how to operate an evolved energy supply system with equal reliability and security of supply,
including electricity networks with large populations of renewable and micro-generation
alongside conventional plant.”
According to Wallace, Scotland is uniquely positioned to research, develop and deploy
lower-carbon energy technologies. The aspirational target is to generate 40 per cent of
Scotland’s demand for electricity from renewable sources by the year 2020, and a study
recently completed by IES for the Scottish Executive demonstrates that, on average,
this target is achievable, but also underlines the need for balancing supplies from a range
of different sources, including lower-carbon. “Meeting future targets will depend on
co-ordinated intentions, enterprise and scientific advances, and is not guaranteed just
by our position on the map,” Wallace explains.
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SuperGen
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While the academic research community is punching well above its weight,
in terms of winning research funds and producing new knowledge, Wallace
also highlights the need for joined-up thinking in education and industry.
“Scotland still needs to continue to invest in the skills base at all levels,
from science teaching in schools, through keeping new research going and
finally to ensuring that we grow the manufacturing sector for energy
technologies,” he says.
What will make Scotland even more competitive in future is a collaborative,
consortium-based approach to research and development, at home and
internationally. This collaboration could emerge in many forms, with
institutions joining forces with each other as well as with business, and
this is the model which Wallace believes is the best way to rise to the
energy challenge.
For example, the Joint Research Institute in Energy is one of five initiatives
by Edinburgh and Heriot-Watt universities under a £12 million Research
Partnership in Engineering and Mathematics, and other Scottish
partnerships are also in the pipeline.
Since 2003, Wallace himself has led the UK Research Council’s SuperGen
Marine Energy Research Consortium (see Sidebar right, SuperGen). Its aim
is to further increase knowledge and understanding of the extraction of
energy from the sea, to reduce investment risk and uncertainty so that
marine energy will be able to play
a key role in the future energy
portfolio. Wallace says that
Scotland has a rich heritage in
renewables research, particularly
marine, and can act as a conduit
for the development of new ideas,
all the way from 1:100 wave tank
tests to full-scale testing in the
open sea at the European Marine
THE EDINBURGH CURVED WAVE TANK:
IMAGE COURTESY OF DR A R WALLACE
Energy Centre in Orkney.

The Engineering and Physical
Sciences Research Council
(EPSRC), the UK’s main agency
for funding academic research
in energy, is currently supporting
an initiative called SuperGen.
Supported by funds of £25
million, the research areas
covered include biomass and
bioenergy, solar cells, energy
storage, future network
technologies, fuel cells,
hydrogen production and
storage, distributed generation,
energy infrastructure as well
as marine energy, with Scottish
universities leading the way
in a number of the consortia.
Some of the Marine Energy
Research Consortium’s
achievements to date include
the building of a GIS
(geographical information
system) database which
describes future wave, tidal,
offshore and onshore wind
resources as time series, at a
resolution of 1 km. Other work
packages include predicting the
profile and direction of waves
and tidal currents, building
and operating a tidal flow tank,
and the development of a
wave-to-wire model of an array
of wave-energy converters.
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Climate Change
Whilst the IES focuses a lot of
its work on renewable energy
development, with projects
ranging from resource
assessment and prediction, to
converter design, optimisation
and control, and network
delivery, it also explores the
effects of climate change.
Whilst developing and using
more renewable energy and a
lower carbon future should help
to reduce climate change and
its effects, the very fact that
many renewable sources are
influenced by climate may leave
them vulnerable to change.
Impacts include changes in the
extent and timing of resource
availability, with consequences
for the economics of energy
conversion. Hydropower, for
example, is known in some
countries to be sensitive to
climate change, and IES is now
examining the effects on other
renewables like wind and
wave energy.

SEAFLOW TIDAL CURRENT TURBINE: COURTESY OF MCT

In addition to advances made in wave and tidal energy at Edinburgh,
Heriot-Watt and Robert Gordon Universities (see page 7), researchers
at the University of St Andrews have made exciting breakthroughs in
energy storage, developing new types of lithium batteries (see page 16).
The University of Strathclyde is also engaged in world-class research,
leading the way in the development of future network technologies and
operation of distributed generation (see page 13). Add this to Scotland’s
expertise in oil exploration and production (see page 10), and carbon
capture and storage, says Wallace, and the country is not just an “energy
theme park” but an international research centre where science,
commerce and industry are working together to develop and deliver
the natural energy resources abundant around its land and sea areas.
Looking ahead, Wallace also cautions that even though reducing demand
and adopting greener energy sources should help slow climate change,
it’s important to be able to predict how naturally occurring renewable
sources may be influenced by changing weather patterns – just one
of the many projects focused on by IES researchers (see Sidebar left,
Climate Change).
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Current currents
The UK is ideally placed to capture the power available from tidal currents in
Europe. Scotland is a leader in the research and development needed to tap
this enormous potential and is gearing up to export its scientific knowledge
and technology to regions round the world.

Aberdeen’s Robert Gordon University (RGU) recently challenged 60
students from schools all around the UK to design a solution for
providing electricity to a fictitious island off the coast of Scotland, as
part of a project to turn on young people to science. As well as looking
at traditional sources of power, they studied three alternatives –
including tidal energy – to understand the role renewables could play
in the future.
But the focus of Professor Ian Bryden’s work is not science fiction.
Formerly the head of RGU’s Sustainable Energy Research Group, now
Professor of Renewable Energy at the University of Edinburgh, Ian
Bryden has been developing solutions for the real world, including a
device which could harness the power of the tides around Scotland to
generate an estimated 15-22 terawatt hours every year – enough to
meet six per cent of the UK’s total energy needs.

IAN BRYDEN

Tidal currents could also provide a clean source of power to many
other countries, and the “Snail” built by Bryden’s team in Aberdeen
could be the first tidal-power solution to be widely adopted worldwide
for commercial electricity production.
“It started as an intellectual exercise,” says Bryden. “Our challenge
was to build an economical, working device by solving the most difficult
problem in tidal power – how to anchor energy-extraction machines
to the seabed.”
According to Bryden, the Snail can be transported on a flat-bed truck,
then towed to its location by a tug, and stay on the seabed – without using
ballast or drilling a hole in the seabed. “There are huge drag and lift
forces in the ocean, but by using reversible hydrofoils, we use those same
forces, plus friction, to keep the Snail fixed in position,” he explains.

WAVES, ORKNEY: COURTESY OF EMEC

The Snail is just a small part of the work going on in the Centre for
Research in Energy and the Environment at RGU, but it does provide a
practical example of the kind of machines that the team can develop,
by first addressing fundamental scientific issues. In Bryden’s view,
technologists as well as investors could easily make costly errors by
putting too much emphasis on energy converters, instead of the science
– which could make the turbines work better without ‘reinventing
the wheel’.
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Current currents

RGU SEA SNAIL UNDER TOW PRIOR TO DEPLOYMENT:
COURTESY OF EMEC

Presently capable of generating 100-150 kilowatts of power, future versions of the Snail could produce up
to one megawatt or as little as 10kW, and would work best in regions where the currents are strongest –
e.g. the Pacific. Another big advantage is that Snails could be located very easily in deep or shallow water,
unlike devices secured to the seabed, which are more suitable for depths of 25-50 metres. This means
the “small-is-beautiful” devices could be used in more places worldwide.
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Bold new
frontiers for oil
Many scientists say that production of oil will peak within
three or four decades. Some even say production is already
declining. Meanwhile, demand is still rising – at an annual rate
of almost three per cent. Global consumption is now 30 billion
barrels a year, and the discovery of new reserves has dropped
to only five billion barrels a year. Oil prices recently rose to
their highest level since 1980, and the UK is again a net
importer of both oil and gas. Environmentalists are pressing
for “sustainable” alternatives, and nuclear power is back
on the agenda. So does that mean the end is nigh for oil
exploration? The industry in Scotland has other ideas…
As the waves gently lap on the beach in Malaysia, the petrophysicist keys in some numbers
and sits back to see the results. The 3D virtual simulator kicks into action, and he sees at
a glance what the problem is. He makes a few adjustments, then turns on the sub-surface
robot and restarts the drilling remotely, using electro-magnetic radiation to sweep up the
oil, before having a video-conference with his colleagues in Aberdeen, sharing real-time
data from an oil field in Siberia.
The petrophysicist is one of a new generation of “rock stars” who change
their career paths without even catching their breath. After graduating,
he worked in Angola, setting up a solar-energy system for a new
petrochemical plant. Then, he spent three years in Norway, in oil
exploration, before heading off to Australia to teach for a couple of years.
But the lure of Malaysia was hard to resist, and his new job as a Remote
Reservoir Manager is the most fun he’s had for a long time...
This scenario is dreamed up by Professor Patrick Corbett, head of the
Institute of Petroleum Engineering (IPE) at Heriot-Watt University,
Edinburgh. But even though it is an educated guess about the future,
the picture he paints is a very small part of his vision for oil exploration.
Even specialists like petrophysicists may be an endangered species, says
Corbett, because of recent technological advances. The boundaries
between jobs are also beginning to blur, and disciplines are merging – geology, geophysics,
petrophysics and engineering.

PATRICK CORBETT
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Bold new
frontiers for oil
Educational
Resources
The International Centre
for Island Technology (ICIT)
in Orkney was “married” with
the IPE to carry out advanced
research, postgraduate training
and consultancy, and offer MSc
courses in renewable energy and
marine resource management.
Its work focuses on specialist
areas such as renewables,
sustainable development, coastal
zone management, platform
abandonment, environmental
risk assessment, environmental
economics, bioresources,
biodiversity, alternative energy
and waste disposal systems.
This partnership allows the
IPE to develop a synergistic
“petroleum plus renewables”
strategy.

Corbett says his own job also changes all the time. He’s spent the last
20 years arguing about the integration of geology and engineering, and
describes himself as one of the first “petroleum geoengineers”. Now,
he wants to “bring together the petroleum industry with the renewables
community, as well as governments and society in general,” to develop
more intelligent as well as more sustainable and economically viable
methods of oil exploration.
In Corbett’s view, the oil industry and the “greens” have much more in
common than either believes, and should work much more closely
together to address many critical issues. Funding is available from the oil
companies which could support new projects in renewables. The industry
itself is also taking the initiative by using alternative energy sources in
some of its facilities, including solar cells and wind power, while some
of the industry giants in Europe are already investing significant sums
in renewables.
Until there is a magic wand to solve all our energy problems, oil will
continue to play a key role. Estimates of world oil recovery factors vary
from 27 to 40 per cent, while for the UK North Sea, the estimate is 46 per
cent. Instead of arguing ourselves into a corner, says Corbett, we should
be discussing how best to exploit the remaining reserves, at the same
time as developing alternatives.
This open-minded thinking underlines how philosophy is just as important
as science and technology in Corbett’s approach. The sexy high-tech
gadgets the industry will use in the future are also not all of the answer.
“Technology helps us recover more oil but it is not the only solution,”
says Corbett. “We also have to get our science and our policies right.”
According to Corbett, there are several steps we must take, sooner rather
than later, to address current energy problems. First, we have to start
thinking of our hydrocarbon reserves as a singular global resource, rather
than scattered individual resources, and then squeeze out every last drop
of existing reserves. Despite the ups and downs of prices and market
demand, exploration must continue and the infrastructure must be
conserved, but a much more holistic approach is required to reconcile
the different opinions and interests of industry players.
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Top-level
Projects

THE ‘OFFICE’ OF THE FUTURE FOR REMOTE OIL EXPLORATION?
IMAGE: TOURISM MALAYSIA www.tourismmalaysia.gov.my

New technologies must also be exploited – for example, using carbon
capture and storage (CCS) to optimise recovery of crude from older oil
fields, taking advantage of better intelligence and real-time data, including
seismic, geophysical and petrophysical data, as well as nuclear magnetic
resonance. Capturing and injecting carbon dioxide into the wells would
also help reduce the impact of emissions from power generation from
fossil fuel – “clean fossil”.

The Centre for Gas Hydrate
Research is one of the IPE’s
most advanced projects.
Its research work covers a
wide range of hydrate topics,
including flow assurance,
hydrates as an alternative
energy resource and geohazard
issues. Projects are sponsored
by both industry and government
organisations, and range
in scope from individual
experimental and consultancy
studies, to multi-sponsor
collaborative Joint Industry
Projects (JIPs). The Centre
runs a number of short courses
on gas hydrates, aimed at oil
industry professionals who wish
to develop their knowledge
of hydrate prevention and
remediation in offshore oil and
gas production.

“Using CCS would not only add years to the lifetime of oil as a primary
energy source but also help to stabilise the environment,” says Corbett.
“To achieve this, however, we need a partnership between academics,
government and industry, including public money for CCS projects.”
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Oil Production
One of the major problems in
the oil production industry is
the formation of mineral scale
in oil reservoirs, which damages
the rock matrix and blocks
production tubing, reducing the
productivity of wells. Scale
deposits are normally prevented
using special chemicals in a
process known as a “squeeze
treatment”. This has been an
active area of research within the
IPE since the mid 1970s, and in
2001, the Oilfield Scale Research
Group (OSRG) launched a new
research project called “Flow
Assurance and Scale Control”,
obtaining and modelling data
to ensure fields are effectively
managed and advance
the understanding of the
fundamental processes involved
in scale control. FAST (the Flow
Assurance and Scale Team)
has also carried out over 100
technical studies to solve specific
production/reservoir scaling
problems.

Bold new
frontiers for oil
To practise what it preaches, the IPE at Heriot-Watt University recently
became part of the Edinburgh Research Partnership (ERP), joining forces
with the University of Edinburgh. The new venture is backed by new
investment of £12 million, which funds a total of 20 new researchers and
creates five joint institutes, including one for Energy and another which
focuses on Subsurface Science and Engineering. The idea is to enable the
two universities to achieve the highest levels of research competitiveness
by creating a critical mass of world leading researchers in key areas of
engineering and mathematics – an ambition which perfectly fits with
Corbett’s vision for the IPE.
As well as talking about “global change” and forming new alliances,
the IPE also seeks to put its ideas in action by taking a global approach
to its teaching. In addition to 200 students in Edinburgh and its “approved
support centres” in various countries, there are also about 200 part-time
distance-learning students. Heriot-Watt University also has a new campus
in Dubai, where 40 IPE students will be part of a target of 800 students
within the next four years.
Says Corbett, “we annually produce more Masters in petroleum engineering
than all the institutions in the US combined – approaching 300.”
For Corbett, however, the ultimate challenge is to get people thinking
and working together more effectively. This means rewarding people
within the petroleum industry for thinking “out of the disciplinary box”
and encouraging companies in the petroleum industry to think “out of the
petroleum box”. Technology will have a major role to play, but the biggest
advances will come from creative ideas, like those emerging from the
multidisciplinary research initiatives such as ERP and IPE.
UNIVERSITY OF HERIOT-WATT
STUDENT, DMITRY SVRISKY
IN THE FIELD IN SIBERIA
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Back to the future
The next generation of power plants may be fantastic, but we still
have to move electricity where it is needed. Just as cars need roads
to drive on, so power needs networks – not only national but
international grids for the import and export of power. Scotland
aims to generate 40 per cent of its energy from renewables by 2020,
and could sell its surplus to Europe, but the network of the future
may seem more like a solution to the needs of the 1920s…
JIM MCDONALD

In the early 1920s, when Britain was reviewing its energy needs,
there were power stations scattered round the country, using
different voltages and frequencies. Something had to be done to
connect all these “islands” of power, and the Weir Committee
came up with some brilliant solutions to standardise and link up
all the power plants, building the foundations of the national grid
that we still use today.
In 2006, there’s a new kind of challenge. Britain’s electricity
network is ageing, but the way that we generate power is
beginning to look more like the past than the future, with
renewable sources providing more variable power which
makes the network much harder to manage.
Instead of a centralised, standardised network, we need a more
flexible network designed to support more microgrids and
“autonomous cells” – including “sustainable cities” with their own
embedded (including DC and low-voltage) power supply, generated
using local thermal devices, photo-voltaic cells and wind turbines
on rooftops. These generators would not only be smaller
(measured in hundreds of kilowatts rather than megawatts) but
also produce different types of power – just like 80 years ago.
In addition, at the edges of the network, we will soon have more
renewable sources of power like offshore wind, wave and tidal
generators, producing more variable and intermittent supplies.
This in some ways reverses the shape of the network – instead
of power thinning out as it reaches the outermost branches, the
branches will need more capacity and flexibility to cope with the
new generators.
Britain’s power network dates back to the 1960s and 1970s, and
the average age of components is 40-70 years. It was designed for
central management, with massive power stations feeding large
load centres plugged into the national grid. It is estimated that the
cost of renewing the network would be up to £10 billion, but the
government no longer owns the assets, even though it regulates
the network as a whole, so more private investment is needed.
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New Network
Solutions
1 Power electronics
technologies are high-speed,
high-power semiconductor
switching devices which can
handle tens of thousands of
volts and are key to converting
low-voltage DC current into
high-voltage AC current.
The new devices will be used
in the national grid as well as
in homes, because they will
be able to cope with variable
frequency and voltage supplies.
2 Pervasive communications
control & monitoring
technologies will play a key
role in the networks of the
future, providing distributed
processing capabilities
throughout the grid, including
artificial intelligence –
computer-based “agents”
which “learn” from experience
and carry out important tasks,
without human intervention –
as well as new intelligent
decision-support tools.
3 Researchers have also
identified the potential for
super-conductivity in
networks, to enable
distribution of low-voltage
DC power, while minimising
distribution and transportation
losses.
4 Super-conductivity fault
current limiters will use
advanced materials to cope
automatically with very
sudden high-current surges
resulting from events such
as lightning strikes, which
could bring the grid down.
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Back to the future
It’s also widely recognised by government and industry, as well
as academics, that there’s not enough research and development, and less
innovation than ever before, especially in network technologies and network
design. When you add on Britain’s commitment to lower its carbon emissions
and use more renewables, the challenge appears even greater.
According to Professor Jim McDonald, head of the Institute for Energy and
Environment (InstEE) at the University of Strathclyde in Glasgow, the
question is not what to do with the network we have, but to ask what we’ll
need in the future. This means we need a radical rethink and “a more
open-minded approach to engineering standards,” says McDonald, including
active management of both the electrical network and the variable
loads in different parts of the network. This will help to cope with loads
ranging from 100s of kilowatts in “semi-autonomous power islands” to 100s
of megawatts and even tens of gigawatts, with new fast-acting switches and
power-quality-control equipment (based on power electronics and potentially
superconductors) which can handle low-voltage and high-voltage loads, at
variable frequencies (see Sidebar left, New Network Solutions). The semiautonomous islands would be able to meet local demand most of the time,
but would also be able to switch to the national grid when required.
In effect, says McDonald, instead of being limited by the network we’re using
at present, we should turn the problem upside down – seeing power islands
as opportunities rather than problems, and redesigning the network to
welcome renewable sources of power and boost our chances of meeting
renewable targets.
“These new drivers will expose the power network to technologies and
configurations it was never designed for,” says Professor McDonald, “but
ultimately, if we get the network design right, it could contribute more to
reducing emissions and improving the efficient operation of power plants
than any other technology.” McDonald also says that we could buy ourselves
valuable time in planning the next generation of power plants by first
redesigning the network – and hopefully need fewer plants.
Instead of being frightened by the challenge, says McDonald, the need to
redesign the power network and develop new technologies creates new
opportunities for scientists in Scotland, in partnership with the utility
companies, power equipment manufacturers and government agencies.

Could Scotland
Export More
Electricity?

In fact, Scotland may be in an excellent position to create new network
technology intellectual property and pull this through to company formation
and job creation in a new industry that not only provides solutions to the
Scottish network challenge, but also leads to major international power
markets. ITI Energy, one of three Scottish Enterprise-funded development
organisations set up under the Intermediary Technology Institutes (ITI)
initiative, is now making major investments in this area to support
such ambitions.
The network operators are now under pressure to patch network problems,
as well as future-proof the network, but McDonald says the regulator
(Ofgem) has been very far-sighted, recognising that investment needs some
degree of certainty by creating a range of incentives for further research,
including the Innovation Funding Incentive (IFI) and Registered Power Zones
(RPZ) programmes. The Department of Trade & Industry (DTI) has also
earmarked £4 million for the Centre for Distributed Generation, a project to
help meet renewable targets by the year 2010, led by Strathclyde, involving
25 industrial partners, including all the network operators and major
equipment manufacturers. European initiatives have also encouraged
research, in the quest for sustainable cities.
As a result of these initiatives, and the possibility of Scotland becoming
an exporter of surplus renewable power (see Sidebar right, Could Scotland
Export More Electricity?), equipment manufacturers are eyeing up Scotland
for inward investment. “The government has vision, we have strong academic
foundations, and network operators are ready to rise to the challenge,”
says McDonald. “What we need now is greater investment, to fund innovation
and world-class research, and attract more scientists to Scotland, building
on the partnerships now being formed at Scottish universities like
Strathclyde and Glasgow.”
For example, the InstEE has access to a £10 million fund to encourage
research in active network management, with support from Rolls Royce and
Scottish Power, and if Scotland can be first to market with working solutions,
then there’s also enormous potential for exports – of expertise and products.
The InstEE presently has 35 academic staff plus 180 researchers, with plans
for adding 10 new staff and 20 research fellows, funded by the EPSRC (the
Engineering and Physical Sciences Research Council). And according to
McDonald, this is just the beginning of a new age in energy research and
network design, with Scotland moving into pole position.

If every planned renewable
resource could be exploited,
Scotland could become a
significant net exporter of power
to Europe. At present, Scotland’s
maximum daily power demand is
5-6 gigawatts. This is presently
supplied via the large coal, gas
and nuclear stations and the
growing renewables sources.
If we harnessed all of our
renewables, they could generate
as much as 20 gigawatts –
including up to 15 gigawatts
from tidal, wave and wind. Our
network connection to England
can handle power flows of
roughly 2.6 gigawatts, but new
higher-capacity links to the
continent would not just provide
emergency back-up but also
open up new markets in Europe.
Therefore, the growing
imbalance between (potential)
generation capacity, demand and
network capacity to transport
energy will severely constrain
our opportunities to connect high
volumes of renewables, but
also prevent us from becoming
an exemplar in Europe for
sustainable power and highly
competitive power supplies, says
Professor Jim McDonald. “If we
don’t make major investments in
the network infrastructure and
consider potentially radical new
designs we might as well whistle
in the wind,” he adds.
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What’s in store
in storage?
PETER BRUCE

They may not be as “cool” as mobile phones, iPods or digital
cameras, but batteries (much like the ones in our favourite
high-tech devices) are key to Scotland meeting its targets for
renewable energy. And researchers at St Andrews University
are leading the way in developing new materials for the next
generation of energy storage solutions…
Over the last 10 years, the performance of lithium batteries has improved by approximately
30 per cent in terms of their ability to store energy. Over the next 10 years, researchers
in Scotland expect a further improvement of 50-100 per cent in density, plus a tenfold
improvement in charge and discharge rate – the ability to load and provide instant power.
According to Professor Peter Bruce of the School of Chemistry at the University of
St Andrews, such rapid progress is achievable and could not be more timely, in view
of Scotland’s growing emphasis on renewable energy.
Storage solutions based on lithium batteries help renewables work by “filling the energy
gap.” Because they depend on the weather, renewables like wind or solar energy do not
provide continuous, predictable power, and extra energy has to be stored, to supply
electricity when there’s no sunshine or wind – like a reservoir providing water even when
it is not raining.
“To tackle global warming and reduce our CO2 emissions,” says Bruce, “we need to develop
new storage solutions to meet the needs of intermittent wind and solar power, and balance
supply and demand. As the power generated by renewables increases from about one per
cent to about 10-20 per cent in the near future, balancing the load will be increasingly
difficult, but recent breakthroughs in materials now promise to deliver more economical
and more efficient solutions than ever before, in terms of storage and in terms of quality,
avoiding drop-outs and regulating the flow.”
Bruce heads a research group of about a dozen people working on materials for energy
storage, such as polymers and oxides (see Sidebar right). In the past, many researchers
have focused on consumer applications such as electronics, but Bruce says there will have
to be a step change in development to upgrade and scale up the storage solutions to meet
the needs of future power networks, homes and transport.
“The generators of the future will be smaller and much more distributed, and microgrids
will also have a major role to play,” Bruce explains. "With many more generators and
microgrids, ensuring a continuous supply will be much more demanding and require new
storage solutions – including batteries.”
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Lithium
manganese
oxide electrodes

THE IMPORTANCE OF ENERGY STORAGE – TRANSPORT
IMAGE COURTESY OF PROFESSOR PG BRUCE

According to Bruce, the need for clean, distributed power is changing the
rules of the game. “A rechargeable lithium battery installation of 10 cubic
metres can store 400 megawatt hours (MWh) of electricity – comparable to
the output of a wind farm.”
Lithium is very good at storing energy, says Bruce, but it’s not so good
for power because it’s slow at charging and discharging on demand.
By developing new compounds, however, lithium has great potential for
future networks, and this includes the lithium manganese oxide electrodes
developed at St Andrews by Bruce and his team.
As far as Bruce is concerned, Scotland must continue to act as a leader
in the energy sector, as oil and gas start to decline. “We have an economic
need,” says Bruce, “but we also have the ideal geographical conditions
as well as the skills and the knowledge, and this will help create new
opportunities – by solving our own problems first then exporting our
solutions to the rest of the world.”

Inside a lithium battery, there
are two electrodes, with an
electrolyte in between. Most
batteries, like those in mobile
phones, use lithium cobalt
oxide-based materials for
the positive electrode, but
researchers at St Andrews,
using a combination of
solid- state chemistry and
electrochemistry to create new
materials, have developed a new
kind of lithium manganese oxide
electrode which is safer, less
toxic and 10 times less expensive
than lithium cobalt oxide
equivalents. This is a significant
breakthrough because when
developers build larger batteries
for vehicles or renewable power
plants, cost will be a critical
factor. In addition, the new
material is also capable of
storing more charge.

In addition to developing storage solutions for the national grid and the
microgrids planned for the future, researchers also need to meet the needs
of transportation. There are already cars on the market with hybrid power
solutions, with conventional engines working in tandem with batteries, but
to stimulate more market interest, car makers now need more lightweight
solutions. Research into new materials should deliver the step change in
performance required to provide lithium batteries suitable for hybrid vehicles.
The recent breakthroughs in materials show considerable promise in terms
of science and economics – and the polymers and oxides developed by Bruce
and his team at St Andrews are also beginning to generate interest from
industrial partners in countries all over the world.
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New route to
conductivity
For 30 years, scientists thought
that the regular structure of
crystalline polymers made
them better for insulation than
conducting ions. This thinking
held back progress in the
quest for solid polymers to
replace the liquids used as
electrolytes in lithium batteries.
Researchers led by Peter Bruce
at St Andrews have turned this
theory upside down by “playing
with the chemistry” to use the
solid polymers as a new class
of conductors for use inside
lithium batteries – improving
the efficiency at the same
time as reducing the cost of
the batteries.

RECHARGEABLE LITHIUM BATTERIES
IMAGE COURTESY OF PROFESSOR PG BRUCE
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Making Waves
The cost of generating electricity using wind power has dropped by about 80
per cent over the last 20 years, thanks to mass production, and wave power
has the potential to be even more cost-effective, with Scottish companies like
Ocean Power Delivery leading the way…

IMAGE: PELAMIS 750 COURTESY OF OCEAN POWER DELIVERY LTD.

Edinburgh-based company Ocean Power Delivery (OPD) has won an €8-million contract from
Portuguese consortium Enersis to build Phase One of the world’s first commercial wave-farm,
5km off the northern coast of Portugal.
The wave-farm, near Póvoa de Varzim, will initially use three Pelamis P-750 machines developed
by OPD to generate renewable electricity from ocean waves, with a capacity of 2.25MW – enough
to meet the average demand of about 1,500 Portuguese households and displace the equivalent
of more than 6,000 tonnes per year of carbon dioxide emissions from conventional plants.
Enersis has also signed a letter of intent to order a further 30 Pelamis machines before the end
of 2006, subject to the “satisfactory performance” of Phase One of the project.
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Making Waves

RICHARD YEMM

IMAGE: PELAMIS 750 COURTESY OF OCEAN POWER DELIVERY LTD.

“This is a significant milestone for our company and for wave energy,” said Richard Yemm, Managing
Director of OPD. “We see this order as just the first step in developing the Portuguese market, which
has the potential to be worth up to a billion Euros over the next 10 years.”
Gonçalo Serras Pereira, Chairman of Enersis, added: “After 17 years of experience developing,
constructing and operating mini hydro schemes, and nine years with wind farms, we believe wave
energy will be the new Portuguese endogenous renewable resource. This move in conjunction with
other potential partners may win significant industrial economic benefits for Portuguese companies
as the market is developed and wave energy gains competitive advantage with other renewables.”
The Pelamis wave energy converter is a semi-submerged, articulated structure (140m long and 3.5m
in diameter) composed of cylindrical sections linked by hinged joints. The wave-induced motion of the
joints is resisted by hydraulic rams, which pump high-pressure oil through hydraulic motors to drive
generators and produce electricity. Power from all the joints is fed down a single umbilical cable to a
junction on the sea bed, then through a seabed cable to the shore.
The joints are configured to induce a cross-coupled resonant response, which can be ‘turned up’
in small seas or ‘turned down’ in stormy conditions to limit loads and motions and optimise power
capture. A mooring system developed by OPD keeps the Pelamis positioned while allowing it to swing
head on to face oncoming waves. Each 750kw machine contains three power conversion modules,
each rated at 250kW.
For optimum performance, the Pelamis is moored in waters 50-60m deep, 5-10km from shore.
This taps the power of the larger swell waves at the same time as reducing the cost of attaching
the machines to a longer submarine cable.
The prototype machine for the Enersis project was tested at the European Marine Energy Centre in
Orkney, and the 12 main tube segments (each about the same size as a train carriage) for the three
Pelamis machines will be fabricated by Camcal Ltd on the Isle of Lewis, then delivered to Portugal
for final assembly.
OPD’s development work is supported by the UK’s Department of Trade & Industry (DTI), and the
company’s investors include Norsk Hydro Technology Ventures, Sustainable Asset Management,
the Carbon Trust and 3i plc.
Enersis SGPS, part of the Semapa Corporation, is one of Portugal’s leading renewable energy
companies, with 100MW of mini hydro, 500MW of wind farms under operation/construction and
a further 500MW under development.
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Do-able Renewables
It may be almost silent, but the “revolutionary” rooftop wind energy system
made by a company headquartered in a science park near Edinburgh is making
lots of noise in the renewables market in Scotland and around the world...

While other people talk about renewables, Charlie Silverton talks
about washing machines. His focus is not dirty washing, however,
but making “cleaner” energy devices like “windmills” as
commonplace as other appliances used in the home.
“We have orders for 2,000 rooftop-mountable wind turbines,
worth over £9 million, from clients from as far away as Asia and
Australia,” says Dr Silverton, “but one of our business partners
thinks we can sell about 10,000 units per month, in a global
market expected to increase to £250 billion a year within the
next couple of decades.”
Dr Silverton and his fellow-director Dr Dave Anderson formed
Renewable Devices Ltd (RDL) just under six years ago. At the
University of Edinburgh, Silverton had developed a specialist
interest in climate modelling, while Anderson had worked in
aeronautical and marine engineering, but both of them shared a
desire to turn their ideas into practical and sellable solutions, to
“make renewables accessible” – in other words, affordable – to
everyone, including small business and domestic consumers.

CHARLIE SILVERTON

In the early 1990s, many people wrote off domestic wind turbines
completely because they believed they would never make good
business sense, but the technology has advanced very rapidly since
then, says Silverton, becoming more reliable, more energyefficient and more economically sustainable.
When they started their business, Silverton and Anderson had a
few ideas of their own, not just for micro-generation devices but
renewables in general, including wave and tidal power. Add to
this the fact that Scotland is ideally located to capture a huge
proportion of the wind and marine power circulating in Europe,
and it also seemed logical to base themselves in Scotland.
For RDL, one of the keys to success was a quieter rotor for use in
the turbine. No-one wants a noisy device on the roof, so by making
it virtually silent, you also silence most of the objections, from
users and planning authorities.
Described as “the world’s first silent, building-mountable wind
turbine,” the SWIFT Rooftop Wind Energy System developed by
RDL is an upwind horizontal axis turbine which can generate
1.5kW – and produces noise of less than 35dBA (decibels relative
to the threshold of audibility) regardless of wind speed. To put this
in perspective, 35dBA lies somewhere in between a quiet office
and a quiet conversation, and is 10dBA lower than the “threshold
of distraction”, according to the UK’s Environmental Protection Act.

SWIFT ROOFTOP WIND ENERGY SYSTEM
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Renewable
arithmetic
RDL’s rooftop Wind Energy
System is designed to
augment existing hot-water
systems in homes, producing
2,000-3,000kW hours per year.
According to RDL, water
heating accounts for about
24% of domestic energy
consumption in the UK, and
4.1% of CO2 emissions. The
average RDL system installed
in the UK will save about 1.4
tonnes of CO2 per annum, and
is a “harm-neutral” device
which produces more energy
during its lifetime than the
materials and processes
used to manufacture it.

IN USE AT THE SCOTTISH PARLIAMENT

The patented solution which makes the turbine virtually silent is a plastic ring
which fits around the edge of the blade on the rotor and redirects the flow of air
around the blade to minimise noise. To fix the turbine safely on the rooftop
and “eliminate unwanted vibration,” RDL has also developed its own special
mounting technology, and the planning-compliant design also offers a 20-year,
low-maintenance lifetime.
In principle, the “silencer” could also be used on a wide range of rotors, from
computer fans upwards, and many different companies are queuing up to work
with RDL on a number of projects.
Now that the problem of noise has been solved, the next step is economy of
scale, to make the new wind turbines cheaper to make. For Silverton, there is
a direct correlation between the costs of wind- and solar-power devices for use
in the home: “In many countries round the world, you can buy domestic solar
heating kits for about £200,” he says. “In the UK, the same kind of equipment
can cost a couple of thousand, plus £2,000 more to get it installed, and we
believe that could and should be lower.”
When RDL was founded, rooftop wind turbines – which nowadays can generate
about 1.5KW, to provide about one third of the energy needed to power the
average home – cost about £8,000 per unit. This soon came down to £3,500 and
the target today is £1,500 or even less than £1,000, bringing the devices within
easy reach of consumers.
The key to lower costs was filling up the order book by convincing enough
people to buy them and invest in the company’s future. RDL’s chief business
partner to date is utility company Scottish & Southern Energy (SSE), which has
a five per cent share in the company and plans to up its stake to 20 per cent by
August this year. But instead of simply throwing money at RDL and hoping it
succeeds, SSE is purchasing turbines for its own use, recognising that the RDL
solution is a “do-able renewable” ready for mass-market take-off, not just a
clever idea which appeals to a few environmentally-conscious enthusiasts.
In Silverton’s opinion, too many companies in the renewables sector have
focused on meeting demand from committed enthusiasts, instead of the mass
market. “There’s a minority who’ll buy renewables at any price, while the
majority want it for the lowest price possible, and we believe that we can meet
the needs of everyone,” he says.
RDL’s success has been built on invention and an instinct for real-world results,
combining enterprise with science. Since the company started, it has also acted
as a consultancy, working for clients including manufacturers, retailers and
utility companies. One recent project helped to cut 80 per cent of the carbon
dioxide emissions of a leading distiller, by measures including the bio-digestion
of waste and reduction of heat loss.
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DOMESTIC AND COMMERCIAL APPLICATIONS

The company, which now employs a team of 20 people and aims to boost annual production from
200 to 2,000 turbines within the next year, is currently designing a tidal device called the “Otter”
for use in the sea and in rivers, and has already generated considerable international interest.
Silverton believes that RDL is “making it happen” by marrying ideas to demand from the energy
market, rather than solely engaging in research which may or may not lead to long-term results.
He also thinks that academic research is often behind that of the private sector and hopes that
Renewable Devices Ltd and R&D companies like it, can help bring universities to the forefront
of renewable energy research.
So, what next for RDL? “We have to be passionate about what we’re doing, and bring the whole
company with us,” says Silverton. “We also aim to be sustainable and ethical, but we have enough
ideas – and orders – to keep us busy for years.”
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Energy
Trends
COLIN MCNAUGHT

The Scottish Executive recently commissioned a report called
The Scottish Energy Study to examine trends and patterns in
energy use over the period from 1990 to 2002, and the factors
behind any changes. COLIN MCNAUGHT of Future Energy
Solutions discusses the findings and how they may affect
our future policies, with greater emphasis on heating and
domestic consumers…
In 2002, energy consumption in Scotland was 165 TWh (terawatt-hours) – i.e. 165,000GWh
(gigawatt-hours), plus 10 TWh for oil refining. Four sectors account for the majority of this:
domestic, transport, industry and services.
FIGURE 1

As Figure 1 (left) illustrates, the domestic
sector is the highest consumer, with heating
the biggest requirement, and Scotland’s harsher
climate means consumption is above the UK
average. Road usage is the main mode of
transport in Scotland, and this drives
consumption of oil-derived fuels. The industry
sector is third-highest user, while the services
sector, including banking, tourism and healthcare, is currently the lowest consumer.

Over the 12-year period from 1990-2002, a number of trends are apparent. Total energy
consumption dropped by two per cent, but domestic consumption went up by about 15 per
cent, due in part to greater usage of electrical appliances. Consumption by the transport
sector grew by about 10 per cent, partly because of an increase in levels of road use and air
travel, while the industry sector reduced its consumption by 30 per cent, due to a shift
towards less energy-intensive activities, with the closure of Ravenscraig steelworks a
notable example. This downward trend in industry also led to growth in services and as
a result, energy demand in this sector went up by 10 per cent.

ALL IMAGES ON PAGES 24 – 26 COURTESY OF COLIN MCNAUGHT
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Fuel Use
Gas is the most important fuel used in Scotland, with most of it used by domestic
consumers for heating and the remaining 24 per cent used for electricity generation.
The second most important fuel is oil, which is mainly used for transport. Most of the coal
used in Scotland is for electricity generation, with only 10 per cent used directly for heating,
while nuclear fuel is exclusively used to generate electricity. The smallest contribution to
the energy-mix is that made by renewables, and most of this comes from the large-scale
hydroelectric schemes built in the mid-20th century. However, small-scale schemes,
including wind, hydro and thermal renewable sources, have a growing share.

Energy Use
FIGURE 2

Figure 2 (left) shows the relative importance
of the different energy sources in terms
of the energy used by each of the four major
sectors. Despite its high profile, electricity
accounts for only 20 per cent of the total,
and the majority of energy use is for heating
or transport. This figure also highlights the
importance of gas in the domestic, industry
and service sectors.

Carbon Dioxide
Reducing CO2 is clearly a major driver
of energy policy, so understanding where
the CO2 comes from is an important
element of the Scottish Energy Study.
The map opposite shows the CO2
emissions that result from energy used
by consumers in Scotland, excluding CO2
from oil, gas or electricity produced in
Scotland but used elsewhere. The unit
here is tons of carbon produced per
square km. The study also found that oil
is the main source of CO2 in Scotland,
followed closely by electricity and gas.
Since it does not produce CO2 emissions
directly, renewable energy is not a
factor in this equation.
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Energy Trends
The Energy White Paper (EWP) published in April 2003 includes a significant amount of supporting
economic analysis. Future Energy Solutions were the leading consultant contributor to the EWP.
The following two figures show some results from this economic analysis – showing electricity
generation in the UK. The purpose was to explore how a 60% cut in CO2 could be delivered,
i.e. what mixture of electricity generation technologies would be the most cost effective mix
to deliver this aspiration.

This first example shows a Business-As-Usual analysis with no constraint on CO2.
Points to note include:

• The reduction in output from coal, due to station closure, prompted by the emissions
reductions required by EU Directives.

• A rapid expansion, and then dominance, of gas fired generation using Gas Turbine
Combined Cycle technology (GTCC).

• An increasing share of wind, and later biomass and a steady increase in Combined Heat
& Power (CHP).

• The reduction in output from nuclear as stations reach the end of their licenced operations.

The second example shows the impact of reducing CO2 emissions by 60% in 2050, under the
assumption of limited energy efficiency improvements (strong growth in electricity consumption).
Points to note include:

• Big changes with carbon constraint - nuclear back, carbon sequestration and more
Renewable Energy (RE).

• Nuclear and Carbon sequestration involve a legacy of waste for management which may
affect their long term acceptance.

• If their deployment is prevented we see much more RE coming in earlier, including wave
and Photo Voltaic (PV). Much greater efforts are also needed to reduce electricity demand.
This shows how the imposition of CO2 constraints changes dramatically the required mix of
generation sources to achieve the desired outcomes.
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Summary
The Scottish Energy Study is the first comprehensive review
of energy supply and demand for over a decade, and it will provide
valuable evidence to inform the decision-making abilities of the
Scottish Executive and other stakeholders. Future work will focus
on projections of supply and demand for the years leading up
to 2020.
A number of the historical trends revealed by the study are likely
to affect our future energy policies. For example, the realisation
that the domestic sector in Scotland is growing and is now the
single largest consumer, may result in an increased focus on
energy efficiency in homes.
The study also highlights the fact that heating accounts for a
major proportion of Scotland’s total energy usage. Increased
awareness, support and development of energy-efficient and/or
renewable sources of heat would be a key way of reducing total
energy consumption and carbon dioxide emission in Scotland.
Perhaps the role of heating will join electricity at the head of
Scotland’s energy agenda.
The combination of this study of energy trends and usage and the
companion study for the Scottish Executive by Edinburgh IES, (page
4), on the capabilities or potential for renewable generation, position
Scotland at the forefront of our knowledge in the rapidly advancing
field of renewable generation and energy use.
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The Scottish Executive is the devolved government for Scotland. It is responsible for most of the
issues of day-to-day concern to the people of Scotland, including health, education, justice, rural
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